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Swat team meme origin

Fifteen years ago, the U.S. head of the post-invasion Iraqi government, Paul Bremer, made the biggest announcement of his life. A day earlier, U.S. forces captured Saddam Hussein. On December 14, 2003, Bremer called the cameras, stood in front of the world and said, Ladies and gentlemen, we have him. The footage, almost 15 years
to the day, is now part of the internet's newest meme. But it has little to do with the decline of the 2003 invasion, the fallout or Bremer himself. Ladies and gentlemen, we have it (or ladies and gentlemen, we have them) become a video format that rolls whenever someone gets joked or owned online; it's the soundtrack to the song Baby I'm
Yours, a 2010 minor hit by French musician Breakbot.And like all good memes, it manages to be both beautifully simple and terribly complex.pic.twitter.com/uC5ckMdw32- Will (@wills_account) November 15, 2018 On the one hand it's comedy 101. Introductory images or videos are set-ups; Bremer's announcement - that we really got
him - is the bottom line. It's elementary. Visibly funny. Isn't all humor, since time immemory, do we really just have it? But there are more confusing layers that need explaining. Another thing that happens is a distorted, overly loud mix of songs - the core of post-ironic meme humor. It's ridiculous because it's bizarre. Many, but not all,
versions then add footage of SWAT teams knocking down doors and swarming the house, highlighting how thoroughly the person has been rinsed. According to the website Know Your Meme, the idea was deployed in April when a YouTube user used a clip of Bremer - but without music and no video editing - to make a joke about the
song Despacito.Once combined with Breakbot, the meme began to take off in the middle of the year. In one example from July, someone cheated on the popular video game Streamer Ninja by referring to ligma - a mysterious but fictional disease in updog forms. Another roasted Jordan Peterson for not nameing any - any - female author.
And in a beautiful coincidence, the meme picked up steam as it approached the 15th anniversary of the 1990s. Bremer told the Daily Beast in October his granddaughter noticed he had become a meme and showed him. I'm not a meme guy, he said. So I looked at them with great curiosity... Many times I couldn't figure out what the
connection was with the announcement. How do words fit into a meme? But still, his popularity has grown. It became particularly popular in Australia at the end of the year, eyeing perfectly with the political frenzy of 2018.Examples included Victorian MP Tim Wilson fighting on Twitter about whether he was a member of the government:D
Ave Sharma wentworth byelection loss: A 15th Each of us remembers the moment the world discovered that Mark Latham had just become leader of the Labour Party. Bremer, right, I'm announcing that we have them. Photo by Sabah Abar/AFP/Getty Images This morning, 15 years ago, Saddam Hussein's capture was announced by
Paul Bremer, head of the coalition's temporary office in Iraq. In retrospect, he made this announcement in a very strange way. At a news conference in Baghdad, Bremer stepped onto the stage, stood silently for a few seconds while surveying his audience, mostly members of the press, and then saying, Ladies and gentlemen... We got
him. Applause and cheers immediately erupted. Bremer left Iraq shortly after, blamed for a state of unrest in the country that was attributed to a series of decisions that carried his signature, such as the dissolution of the Iraqi army shortly after the occupation began. Now he's a skiing instructor in Vermont. He's also a meme. This summer,
Bremer's iconic statement, often translated into 'em, became a viral catchphrase, deployed in posts and videos. It seems in different contexts, but is most popularly used as an acronym for bubble posts – posts made by the user one way or another. In one popular video with more than 92 retweets and more than 5 million views, a Twitter
user does the math on rapper Drake's relationship with the now-18-year-old model... with whom he flirted for at least two years.  After the video sets out this sequence of events in the screenshots, it cuts to Bremer, and then footage of the SWAT team raiding the house (which is actually from an energy-drinking ad). It is soundtracked
by the song Baby I'm Yours by French electronic producer Breakbot and singer Irfane, which sounds increasingly blown-out as the action rises (this singame texture is known online as ear rape), and whose beat drops after Bremer makes his announcement. We got him  pic.twitter.com/HY1lg6b4ze - Akuła (@RichHomieHassan)
September 16, 2018 In a similar video, rapper 6ix9ine told a radio presenter: I'm afraid of God and I'm afraid of the FBI. He was arrested in November on charges of extortion and firearms. Ladies and gentlemen... We've got them. pic.twitter.com/C6ezMHmrZQ maha ®  (@audhubillah) November 20, 2018 There are many videos like
this in similar but not identical use cases, each of them intermittent Bremer announces we have 'em. In some cases it's similar to chris hanson telling potential child abusers to have a place to catch a Predator. Some dredging old, offensive tweets; others show users fall into a Ligma/Sucon/Bofa prank. (If you're wondering What is Bofa?,
the answer is Bofa deez nuts. Sorry.) The meme is also often deployed in text form after getting a Twitter user gets suspended or the cat gets in possession. Ladies and gentlemen, we have em  pic.twitter.com/4T64jc7Lf8 - BJ ®  (@BASEDJESUS) October 21, 2018 Ladies and gentlemen ... (a) Law 18/2018 of the Council of 18
February 2018 on the protection of the european Z.@nolanthomps pic.twitter.com/jypBwuruKF. 15, 2018, at 17:00 Ladies and gentlemen... We have him is a very strange way to announce that you have captured a dictator hiding in a secret bunker. The phrase combines high drama with avuncular showmanship, and has none of the rigid,
bureaucratic possessions usually taken by military officers and police officers in formal statements. And everyone knew who he was, so Bremer could afford to be vague. The idea of, say, Obama applying the same kind of tone to his announcement of bin Laden's raid makes the phrase even more amusing. Bremer told the Daily Beast that
he learned of his recent online shame from his teenage granddaughter. Many times I couldn't figure out what the connection was with the announcement, he said on the site. How do words fit into a meme? In Bremer's defense (words I never expected to write), there's a lot going on here. Transforming the Bremer announcement into a
meme calls to mind Bush did 9/11, a brief summary of the conspiracy theory that hypothesized that what appeared to be terrorist attacks against the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were actually designed or authorized by individuals within the federal government. Just as we have 'em, the ironic catchphrase Bush did on 9/11,
repurposes serious geopolitical events from the early 2000s for flippant humor. Some of the appeal of these jokes comes from the generational divide. Anyone who sees 9/11 or the start of the Iraq War primarily as fodder for humor is probably too young to survive, and indeed, meme culture is largely driven by bored teenagers. Jokes are
funny because of their winking impertinence, but also because they remind you that you are old. Nowhere is this more obvious than on TikTok, on which ladies and gentlemen ... we 'em has become common in pranks on you, the viewer, rather than on other users. In one popular use, two hand-drawn markers are placed in front of the
camera, one of which blocks the other. Since Bremer's audio plays that sign is taken out of the way to reveal, basically a little more complicated no! Joke. I ♡ My Friends sign says in one video. It then went out of its way to reveal another that says: Sike! What friends!!!! With  (link to circle game if it was lost on you). What characterizes
these clips, and often what fuels their appeal, is homespun production value - folded notebook paper set off from the path of Nerf arrows or swiped rubber bands, children hiding their identities by cinching their hoodies tightly around their faces, performing Fortnite emotes once the prank is complete. All of these lead to the assumption that
they could not have been alive or aware at the time of Bremer's original statement. There are many memes that gain resonance from deliberately misrepresenting other media, such as mislabelled film stories or medieval images used in that feeling when they post. In these cases, however, the abuse is intentional. With Bremer's meme,
man, I don't know. Ladies and gentlemen, we have them is such a general statement that it could apply to anything. Internet users, in general, are not look for context for memes – they just riff on what's in front of them. For TikTok users, I'm not sure if the meme is nostalgic or if it just... Is. But for older users, we get to watch in real-time as
recent history is ripped from its berth and repurposed by younger generations. This happens on the Internet, and in culture, forever (I'm reminded of the once-famous GIF of the Dubya era, in which Snoop Dogg dances in the background of kent state's infamous photography shooting). Yet it's strange to witness the process in action as the
internet compresses time even more drastically, turning historical moments into wit feed at a faster and faster pace. Pace.
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